Comparative Analysis of CT and MRI in Emergency Assessment of Stroke: A Review
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1. Introduction

Stroke is a medical condition which arises when blood flow to an area of the brain is cut off or stops. It has been seen that stroke is the most persistent and leading cause of death after coronary artery disorder (GBD 2015 Disease and Injury Incidence and Prevalence Collaborators, 2016). It is categorized according to its causes such as Ischemic stroke (caused by the insufficiency of brain blood supply) and Hemorrhagic stroke (caused by bursting of blood vessels in the brain) and TIA (Transient Ischemic Stroke) i.e. short term stroke can be treated within 6 hours from the beginning of symptoms (stroke). There are several factors responsible for stroke but the main risk factors are high blood pressure; excessive weight, physical inactivity, atherosclerosis, smoking, obesity, high blood cholesterol, and diabetes (Risk factor for stroke). Stroke generally occurs in the age group of 50-55, but due to poor and unhealthy lifestyle and leading risk factors, it can happen at any age. It can be diagnosed through several diagnostic techniques like a blood test, electrocardiogram (ECG), carotid ultrasound, cerebral angiogram, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). CT scan helps in detecting and diagnosing different densities and tissue, provides the detailed information about organs and their vessels. Advancement in CT scanner helps in patient comfort, reduced scanning time and high resolution images.

Blood vessels supply oxygen and nutrients to the brain. Ischemic stroke results due to blockage in an artery. Narrowing or blockage of the artery of the neck and brain is seen as the most common cause. It is often caused by the deposition of cholesterol or plaque in the vessels, resulting in
MRI head can also be done for behavioral changes, fainting, muscle weakness, loss of vision, numbness, loss of hearing, tingling sensation, etc. Unlike, CT scan which utilizes X-rays, which is an ionizing radiation, MRI is a non-ionizing modality and utilizes strong magnetic field, gradients coil, RF signals to produce images of body. The contrast in CT scan is based on the attenuation of X-rays in patient's body, while different properties of soft tissue are used to enhance the contrast in MRI images. By variation in parameters of the scans, tissue contrast can be modified to enhance the images. Both CT and MRI images can be enhanced by the use of dyes known as contrast agents. In CT iodinated contrast agents used such as iohexol, Visipaque etc. While in MRI contrast agents with paramagnetic properties are used such as gadolinium based contrast media. The MRI contrast agents are contraindicated (a particular condition in which drug should not be used) in high risk patients. CT scan gives more detailed information on head injuries, stroke occurrence, brain tumors, and other diseases of the brain. On the other hand, MRI provides detailed soft-tissue information than CT. Both the diagnostic modalities have their advantages and disadvantages for a particular scan. Recent advances in diagnostic imaging and radiology have led to better diagnostic information obtained via these scans and also provides minute details of the organs or tissues being scanned. CT scan is always used as a primary method for distinguishing the stroke and its types. CT produces images in less time and MRI uses DWI which provides detailed information on stroke.

Disagreements have been seen in deciding which diagnostic technique is superior and should be preferred during the emergency assessment of stroke in patients. CT imaging is comparatively less expensive and consumes less time in scanning as compared to the MRI. The early diagnosis and treatment of stroke is of utmost importance and it is also essential to know the type of stroke before its treatment. Early diagnosis of stroke or predicting its occurrence is crucial. Researchers are actively involved in studies which utilizes brain imaging techniques to identify high risk patient's stroke. This study aims to evaluate the recent trends in diagnosis and detection of ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke from existing literature review.

2. Literature Review and Discussion

The published literature from 1995 to 2019 (extracted from google scholar, PubMed etc.) was reviewed in depth and a comparative analysis was drawn. Literature from non-Scopus and unauthorized sources was excluded. Results of Urbach et al. in 2000 showed that the diffusion-weighted pulse sequence used in MRI has high detection and diagnosis rate when it is compared to a normal CT scan.
There is a high occurrence of susceptibility and carefulness of DWI-MR on scanning for outpatients with ischemic infarcts in some patients. The authors concluded that a factor of higher sensitivity during acute cerebral infarcts could help in choosing an ideal imaging modality during a stroke (Urbach et al., 2000). Oppenheim et al. in 2000 also reported that MRI has the highest sensitivity as well as specificity for the diagnosis of acute ischemic stroke. The authors reported that MRI is used to visualize the shape, size, and size of the lesions also provides detailed and minute information on stroke. They concluded that MRI can be used as a routine imaging modality for stroke cases and also in emergency setups. The use of MRI as an emergency tool for the detection of stroke depends greatly on its availability (Oppenheim et al., 2000). Lansberg et al. in 2000 compared the sensitivity, specificity, and reliability of Diffusion-weighted MRI with CT to determine the acute intracerebral infarcts. The authors reported a higher distinguishing exactness of DWI-MRI for cerebral infarcts than compared to CT scans. CT is not a much sensitive and reliable tool for lesion detections. It also concluded that further studies may be needed to detect high accuracy of DW MRI for the detection of stroke. MRI provides minute details of the lesions and more accurately detects infarctions (Lansberg et al., 2000). Fiebach et al. in 2001 reported that images shown in MRI are much more reliable and accurate for acute ischemic lesions as compared to CT which is not much reliable. CT is mostly used for stroke diagnosis due to its fast scanning time but DWI gives more defining lesions for detection and reliability of acute stroke. This is the area of concern that whether CT or MRI produces more accurate information and is used in emergency assessment of stroke patients (Fiebach et al., 2001). Fiebach et al. in 2002 in another study said that DWI MRI is always a preferred choice for the detection of acute infarcts. The authors reported that there is a significant difference in the results of both CT imaging and MRI imaging after the beginning of indications of stroke. Earlier CT is performed first followed by MRI to give progressive results, still, DW MRI gives a more detailed information of it. The diffusion-weighted sequence is still under research for further development (Fiebach et al., 2002). MD et al. in 2004 compared Susceptibility weighted images (SWI) with standard MRI scan and NCCT brain scans. The authors presented the new SWI sequence is much thoughtful and is a new approach for the detection of acute stroke as compared to CT and conventional MRI. SWI is sufficient for the detection of acute hemorrhage and could eliminate the need for CT, but there is further need for investigation on these sequences (Wycliffe et al., 2004). Wardlaw et al. in 2003 in their study reported that CT scanning is not able to recognize hemorrhages, and in order to distinguish the types of hemorrhages it should be done within few days. For patients with late clinical indications, MRI scan may be preferred (Wardlaw et al., 2003). Kidwell et al. in 2004 reported that CT and MRI both imaging modalities are accurate, sensitive, and reliable in the detection of acute hemorrhage with stroke symptoms. Both imaging modalities provide equal results for patients with hemorrhagic stroke. Also for chronic hemorrhagic stroke, MRI is a good choice of modality as compared to CT. CT is as sensitive as MRI in the detection of acute hemorrhagic stroke (Kidwell et al., 2004). Bisdas et al. in 2004 reported that both MRI and CT provides equal results for the assessment of patients with stroke. There is no significant difference between these imaging modalities (Bisdas et al., 2004). In a literature review of 2004, Desal et al. studied the need for emergency assessment of all cerebrovascular accidents i.e. stroke, to know its type and better visualization of disease. The authors said that the advancement in neurology imaging has led to better assessment and care of all strokes and types. Earlier CT was a choice of modality to discriminate the hemorrhage and ischemia, but now MRI is used for better and initial assessment of stroke patients. It can discriminate between acute stroke, sub-acute stroke, and chronic stroke. It is understood from literature that DWI in MRI have high sensitivity and specificity for acute infarcts and different lesions. It is concluded that MRI is highly effective in the determination and diagnosis of acute stroke and is a choice of modality for the initial assessment of stroke (Desal et al., 2004). According to Barber et al. (2005), there exists a disagreement for selecting the optimal imaging modality for the diagnosis of stroke. The authors concluded that an optimal imaging modality for initial and emergency assessment of acute stroke and infarcts should depend on its feasibility and its availability. CT scan is fast and mostly available in all clinical setups therefore it is used for initial

Figure 1: The left side shows that there is no confirmation of acute infarct in the NCCT head. Right shows the infarction of full left side middle cerebral artery territory on the same patient after 20 minutes in MRI scan.
assessment of stroke patients, also there exists no significant difference in the results of CT and MRI.

Hence, it is indicated that better imaging modality for neuroimaging depends upon its versatility and availability (Barber et al., 2005). Kidwell et al. 2006 presented the advantages and disadvantages of CT and MRI in neuroimaging for assessment of acute stroke. It also resonates with the work of Kidwell et al. 2004 that both the imaging modalities play a key part in the control of cerebrovascular disease particularly infarcts. Neurology imaging research gives pivotal details of the trauma of tissue i.e. shape, size, area, the occurrence of ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke as well as its reoccurrence, the position of the vessel (area and strength of stenosis and obstructions), and cerebral expulsion (size, site, and strength) (Kidwell et al., 2006). Chalela et al. in 2007, prospectively compared both imaging modalities and reported that neither CT nor MRI is 100% sensitive for the detection of stroke, although MRI is more accurate and reliable in the detection of both hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke. It can detect both acute and chronic hemorrhage and therefore is the preferred test for early detection of stroke. Thus we can conclude that in most of the literature studied so far MRI is a better imaging modality for initial assessment of stroke (Chalela et al., 2007). Wintermark et al. 2007 reported that the association of MRI and CT angiography is magnificent for shape, size, and the implication of infarcts, for obstruction of cerebral arteries, umbra, or infarct proportion (Wintermark et al., 2007).

Depending on MRI or CT angiography both show the same diagnostic conclusion in all types of stroke. Khandelwal in 2008, reported that if the infarcts is not diagnosed earlier it can cause muscle weakness, vision or speech loss, difficulties in carrying day to day activity, or eventually death. Khandelwal shows that both CT perfusion and MR perfusion can be used for diagnosis of stroke but still MRI perfusion has a more accurate and reliable technique for its assessment (Khandelwal, 2008). There is another study in which Hacke et al. 2009 reported that the DIAS study did not display a profit of desmoteplase given three to nine hours following the arrival of stroke. The elevated response rate in the group could be expressed by mild stroke data (low baseline NHAS score, small core lesion and small mismatch volumes that were organized with no vessel obstructions) which possibly deducts the possibility to detect any impact (Hacke et al., 2009). Schellinger et al., 2010 said that DWI is convenient and must be practiced further than NCCT for identification of ischemic infarct between twelve hours of clinical indications. DWI helps in precise identification of ischemia. Although the delicacy of DW for the identification of ischemic stroke in a common specimen of the victim with severe infarcts is not ideal (Schellinger et al., 2010). An Indian review of literature by Narayan et al., 2010 which shows the probability profiles, hazards, gender-related to the chance of acute cerebral venous thrombosis. The authors suggest that the highest prevalence of the disease has mostly occurred in males than in females. There are several risk factors, most commonly anemia, drug use, alcohol, and poor lifestyle resulting in increased occurrence of stroke (Narayan et al., 2010). Brazzelli et al., 2010 prospectively compared the CT and MRI for the detection of hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke. It is concluded by the authors that DWI in MRI is much sensitive than CT, but not significantly specific in the detection of acute hemorrhage. There are limited studies in this area and with different methodological approaches applied (Brazzelli et al., 2010). According to Lovblad et al., 2010 both diagnostic and therapeutic techniques are under research. The authors suggest that due to advancements in medical imaging techniques, CT is the most reliable and a faster approach for the detection of acute ischemic hemorrhage. This resonates with some other studies about CT being a faster and reliable tool (Lovblad et al., 2010). Coutts et al. 2012 reported that early assessment of the intracranial and extracranial vascular lesions using CT or CT angiography could anticipate the recurrence of stroke and indications in outpatients with TIA and minimal stroke.

In many centers, CT or CTA is mostly available than MRI scan, and physicians could prefer to the modality which is easily available in a particular center (Coutts et al., 2012). Biesbroek et al., 2013 reported that CT perfusion is an essential tool in the detection of infarcts. CT perfusion is readily available in many institutions. A systematic review presented high sensitivity and specificity of CT perfusion in the diagnosis of most infarcts (Biesbroek et al., 2013). Ferguson et al., 2018 said that the standardized visual rating scales of white matter lesions and atrophy mostly presents substantial agreement between CT and MRI. Clinical CT scans have a strong potential for wider exploitation in research studies, particularly in intensely unwell population (Ferguson et al., 2018). Another study of Chen et al., in 2019 with a tissue-specific threshold for grey matter and white matter presents a more accurate estimation of acute ischemia (Chen et al., 2019). Mejdoubi et al., 2010 said that CTP or CT perfusion is used as a routine investigation for determination and characterization of stroke and also can be used when MRI is not available in the imaging center (Mejdoubi et al., 2010).

Conclusion
Neurology imaging plays a pivotal role in the assessment of acute stroke. While the disease is diagnosed through patient’s symptoms and clinical examinations, brain imaging can authenticate the presence of disease and differentiate between the stroke and its type’s i.e. hemorrhagic and
ischemic stroke. The prompt and correct detection of infarcts and their types is crucial for decision making in the treatment delivery. The ideal imaging modality should provide emergency assessment of stroke, correct detection of both ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke and differentiation of CVA causes with others (Mejdoubi et al., 2010). The literature studied so far concludes that DWI in MRI is accurate and highly sensitive and specific in comparison to CT scan. CT is suggested as a faster and reliable tool for assessing infarcts by some studies. Also, predominance of stroke is mostly seen in males than in females. CT and MRI have their advantages in case of diagnosis of ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke. There are limited studies on contrast enhanced imaging to conclude for image quality in ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke. Also, further studies are needed to conclude if MRI can be an optimal choice of modality to diagnose acute stroke in routine clinical practices. Also, further studies should be conducted representing sample population closely and suggesting in decision making for detection of acute stroke incorporating cost effectiveness and other parameters as well.
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